The 3 European ICT Grand Prize Winners

Telepo (SE) for Telepo Business Communication solution
Telepo’s fixed-mobile convergence solution enables efficient business communication anytime, anywhere.
micke@telepo.com - www.telepo.com

Transitive Corporation (UK) for QuickTransit®
Virtualization product that eliminates the hardware-software dependency.
alasdair@transitive.com - www.transitive.com

Treventus Mechatronics (AT) for ScanRobot
High-speed (up to 2,400 pages/hour) book scanner with integrated fully automatic page-turning for bound documents.
zw@fortec.tuwien.ac.at - www.treventus.com

www.ict-prize.org
A3M (DE) for A3M Tsunami Alarm System
Global Tsunami Warning System for mobile phones, protecting human lives and health. www.tsunami-alarm-system.com

Byometric Systems (DE) for Large scale identification Solution based on iris-recognition
Biometric access system based on iris-recognition identification in banking environment. www.byometric.com

DIGIMIND (FR) for DIGIMIND FINDER
New vertical meta-search engine revolutionizing the professional web search experience. www.digimind.com

g.tec Guger Technologies (AT) for Brain-Computer Interface
Interface for cursor control and writing by thoughts. www.gtec.at

Intrasense (FR) for Myrian

Kineo CAM (FR) for KineoWorks™
Software library to compute motion planning in cluttered 3D environment. www.kineocom

Leiki (FI) for Leiki Focus
Software platform for automatic content personalisation, community building and targeted marketing. www.leiki.com

Netviewer (DE) for Netviewer one2meet
European market leader in web collaboration and web conferencing services. Giving internet users a live view of the partner’s screens so that any application and documents can be jointly discussed and edited. www.netviewer.de

Operax (SE) for Operax Bandwidth Manager 5500
Software for real-time, end-to-end quality of service control in convergent, next generation telecommunications networks. www.operax.com

SAIL LABS Technology (AT) for R.O.S.I.D.S.
Enables users to access various broadcast by providing real-time subtitling in their preferred language. www.sail-technology.com

San Disk (IL) for mToken
Combines PKI-based two factor authentication, secure storage and smartcard-based applications in one USB device. www.m-systems.com/mtoken

T-VIPS (NO) for T-VIPS TVG Video Gateways
Provides professional video market with innovative IP transport solutions. www.t-vips.com

Telepo (SE) for Telepo Business Communication solution
Telepo’s fixed-mobile convergence solution enables efficient business communication anytime, anywhere. www.telepo.com

TEMIS (FR) for Luxid®
Innovative information discovery solution serving the information intelligence needs of business/corporations. www.temis.com

Transitive Corporation (UK) for QuickTransit®
Virtualization product that eliminates the hardware-software dependency. www.transitive.com

TREVENTUS Mechatronics (AT) for ScanRobot
High-speed (up to 2,400 pages/hour) book scanner with integrated fully automatic page-turning for bound documents. www.treventus.com

ubitexx (DE) for ubiControl
First client-server application to fix user rights and adjust configurations on Smartphones and PDAs. www.ubitexx.com

Vmscope (DE) for The Virtual Microscope
Digital Microscopy over IP for e-learning, research, clinical use. www.vmscope.com

Vrmagic (DE) for EYESI Cataract Simulator for surgery on the anterior segment of the eye. www.vrmagic.com

X-aitment (DE) for X-ait-Engine
Artificial Intelligence middleware solution for computer games, simulations and entertainment software. www.x-aitment.net
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The European ICT Prize is an award for new and imaginative products and services based on information and communications technologies, or "digital technologies". This covers the converging fields of computer, media and communications industries – considered to be among the driving forces in modern economies. Participation is open to candidates from 33 countries. The high standard of applicants and the competitive evaluation procedure for selecting the Nominees and Winners make this Prize the most distinguished award for new ICT-driven products.

In 2006, "the European Information Society Technologies Prize" changed its name to "the European Information and Communication Technologies Prize", or "the European ICT Prize".

This year, 450 candidates from 30 countries have submitted proposals - an all-time record for the 13 years of the Prize scheme.

70 "Nominees for European ICT Prize" are announced. For the companies selected, nomination for the Prize is an endorsement of their technological and business potential. It boosts their commercial prospects and helps attract finance for their business ventures.

From amongst the 70 Prize Nominees, 20 "Nominees for the European ICT Grand Prize" are selected. In addition to the public recognition the Grand Prize Nominees compete for a share in the €700,000 prize money.

The 20 Grand Prize Nominees are proposed to the European Commission as "European ICT Prize Winners" to receive further visibility and an award of €5,000 each. Among them, three companies are proposed as "European ICT Grand Prize Winners" to receive each €200,000 and the European ICT Prize trophy.

The decision of the European Commission is announced by European Commissioner Mrs Viviane Reding at the awards ceremony at CeBIT, Hanover on 16 March 2007.

The theme is: "Novel products and services with a high information technology content and evident market potential".

All applications are evaluated by independent experts nominated by Euro-CASE. An Executive Jury, composed of independent, highly respected European executives, nominated by Euro-CASE, proposes the three Grand Prize Winners to the European Commission.

The European ICT Prize is organised by Euro-CASE, the European Council of Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering, with the support and sponsorship of the European Commission.

www.ict-prize.org

* The European ICT Prize is named the year after its launch. The Prize launched in 2006 is "the 2007 European ICT Prize".
The Nominees for the 2007* European ICT Grand Prize

| 06 | A3M (DE) |
| 07 | Byometric Systems (DE) |
| 08 | Digimind (FR) |
| 09 | g.tec Guger Technologies (AT) |
| 10 | Intrasense (FR) |
| 11 | Kineo CAM (FR) |
| 12 | Leiki (FI) |
| 13 | Netviewer (DE) |
| 14 | Operax (SE) |
| 15 | Sail Labs Technology (AT) |
| 16 | San Disk (IL) |
| 17 | T-VIPS (NO) |
| 18 | Telepo (SE) |
| 19 | TEMIS (FR) |
| 20 | Transitive Corporation (UK) |
| 21 | Treventus Mechatronics (AT) |
| 22 | ubitexx (DE) |
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| 24 | Vrmagic (DE) |
| 25 | X-aitment (DE) |

* The European ICT Prize is named the year after its launch. The Prize launched in 2006 is "the 2007 European ICT Prize".
A3M Tsunami Alarm System
Global Tsunami Warning System for mobile phones, protecting human lives and health.

The product

With the Tsunami Alarm System people are able to live at the sea or visit their favourite coastal destinations, without being concerned about their safety. Subscribers receive life-saving alarms reliably and timeously on their mobile telephone.

The Tsunami Alarm System makes use of a wealth of seismic and geographic data sources around the globe, and consolidates these data into a reliable tsunami danger forecast. The A3M Tsunami Alarm System protects the lives and the health of coastal inhabitants, tourists, business travellers and families from the Tsunami hazard. It has relevance for about one billion people in danger areas throughout the world.

To bridge the all so important “last mile”, the Tsunami Alarm System is able to alert subscribers directly via their mobile phones. To do this globally and timeously requires highly innovative technologies and technical excellence. Also, during alarms, A3M is able to communicate the correct actions to be taken. This innovative danger calculation and mobile alarm dissemination technique has been filed for global patent protection. It has resulted in 100% accurate and fast warnings since the launch of the A3M service in 2005.

The company and the team

The Tsunami Alarm System for mobile phones was invented and developed by the German scientists Professor Eduard Heindl and Professor Wolfram Reiners. Both innovators are constantly reviewing the quality of the system and enhance it through their research.

The A3M Tsunami Institute is located in Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany. Today, the enterprise employs more than 20 professionals. A3M has built a network of distributors servicing more than 20 countries in Asia and Europe. A series of new distribution companies will be set up in Asia-Pacific, Americas and the Mediterranean region shortly. They will cover a global mobile warning market, valued at more than 100 Mio. EUR per annum.

A3M plans to launch further protection products for natural disasters. In this light, Tsunami Alarm System is the first step towards a comprehensive warning and information concept - the Mobile Guardian Angel. In a few years time, mobile phones will be part of a ubiquitous protection system, which warns citizens about a number of deadly perils. These useful and protective applications will lead to an increased understanding and acceptance of IT in society at large.

Contact
Dr Eduard Heindl - Prof Dr Wolfram Reiners
Address
A3M - Hintere Grabenstrasse 30
72070 Tuebingen
Country
Germany
Telephone
+49 70 71 44 408
Fax
+49 70 71 44 408
E-mail
eduard@heindl.de
Web
www.tsunami-alarm-system.com
Large scale identification solution based on iris-recognition
World largest biometric access system based on iris-recognition identification in banking environment.

The product

The installation of a biometric access system based on iris-recognition technology in a private bank in Switzerland for the first time facilitates the brilliant technology of iris recognition in a private and banking environment without the use of any additional cards or tokens. The system installed is completely hands free and contactless. It operates within a recognition time of approximately 3 to 4 seconds per user from a distance of approximately 60cm.

As the iris-recognition solution is based on an “1 in all” search (Identification-mode) the system offers a far higher grade of security than all conventional technologies.

As the bank completely relies on the iris-biometric of its employees, no cards or tokens can be lost or stolen or otherwise be manipulated. Thus not only the cost of operation were reduced dramatically but also the security of the bank was enhanced to a new extend.

The employees of the bank can now enter and leave the bank buildings, gain access to vaults and other high security areas inside the bank by the use of their biometric feature only.

The company and the team

Byometric systems AG develops applications and solutions based on iris-recognition technology for various fields such as e.g. automated boarder control, access control and logical identity management solutions. Customers are large scale integrators such as Bosch, Ingersoll-Rand, and Siemens etc.

byometric was founded in 2002, starting operational business in 2003. The company employs 16 employees from various European countries.

In early 2004, byometric delivered the core components and intelligence to the automated border control system in Frankfurt Airport used by more than 20,000 registered travellers today.

byometric is owned by CEO Alexander Lau, founder, Wolfgang Prinz von Bayern, Bayer Innovation GmbH and several other private investors. An advisory board was installed with leading industrial and political experts such as former German minister of the interior Dr. Otto Schily, Prof. Dr. Jörg-Engelbrecht Cramer and H.R.H. Wolfgang Prinz von Bayern (Chairman).

The motto of the company, “Feel free. Be safe” expresses the commitment to make security enjoyable and helps the users to experience freedom in a new way.
DIGIMIND Finder
New vertical meta-search engine revolutionizing the professional web search experience.

The product
Digimind Finder, the latest module of the platform, is a new "vertical" meta-search engine which enables users to run real-time queries within their own selection of multiple Web sources - especially the highly valuable databases, search engines and other professional information portals that are NOT indexed by search engines like Google or Yahoo! nor incorporated into broad-based meta-search engines or information aggregators.

Thanks to unique automatic connectors and extraction algorithms, even non-technical users can connect and query new relevant sources from their field of expertise and areas of interest, making Digimind the only fully-customizable vertical meta-search engine on the market that can be configured directly by the user, without any specific technical knowledge.

The company and the team
With over 60,000 users and 200 customers, mostly Fortune Global 500 like Alstom, GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, Roche Pharma, Schneider Electric or Unilever, Digimind is a leading provider of advanced web search engines and monitoring tools for Market Intelligence and is listed among the top 500 fast-developing technological companies in Europe (Deloitte Technology FAST 500 EMEA).

Its award-winning market intelligence platform, Digimind Evolution, enables companies to understand and anticipate changes in their market by continuously searching, monitoring, mining and analyzing hundreds of thousands of relevant electronic sources and facilitating the collection, production and dissemination of strategic value-added information throughout the enterprise.

Contact Olivier Scheffer
Address DIGIMIND - 12 rue Ampère
            BP 267 - 38016 Grenoble Cedex 1
Country France
Telephone +33 1 76 70 13 78
Fax +33 1 72 70 33 49
E-mail olivier.scheffer@digimind.com
Web www.digimind.com
Brain-Computer Interface
Controlling a computer cursor and writing by thoughts using brain waves only.

The product

g.tec systems are used by many laboratories in life sciences all over the world. It offers to measure the Electroencephalogram, the Electrocorticogram and to perform derivations of implanted Micro Electrode Arrays. Hence brain signals from the intact scalp and even from inside the brain can be recorded. Along with real-time processing features a "Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)" is realized. A BCI translates specific thoughts into control signals and allows establishing a new communication channel for highly handicapped people who are not capable of communicating any more due to diseases like ALS. Via a BCI based spelling device these people are enabled to write words, sentences and even letters to their family again. Simple commands can be used to control the environment e.g. to switch to another TV channel or to play a computer game. g.tec’s product is CE certified according to the medical device normative and is FDA approved.

The system has been validated in a highly immersive virtual environment at the University College London. There in a virtual environment a person navigated through a virtual city via the BCI system.

The company and the team

g.tec was founded in 1999 by Christoph Guger and Günter Edlinger. The company develops high end hardware and software for biosignal acquisition and analysis. The main focus is on real-time data processing of electrical brain and heart signals. g.tec is exporting its biomedical equipment in more than 40 countries worldwide together with 10 distribution partners. g.tec is 100 % privately owned.

In 2000 g.tec received the Styrian price of innovation, was nominated for the Austrian price of innovation 2001 and received the GEWINN-Award 2001 for innovation. In 2004 g.tec was rated as the 4th best start-up company in Austria by GEWINN and was nominated for the Austrian price of innovation. In 2006 g.tec was rated first place as being the best Austrian start-up company.

Currently g.tec is employing 14 people with strong backgrounds in electrical and biomedical engineering, psychology, software engineering and economics. All employees hold university degrees.

Contact  Christoph Guger
Address   g.tec Guger Technologies
          Herbersteinstr 60 - 8020 Graz
Country   Austria
Telephone +43 72 51 22 24 012
Fax       +43 72 51 22 24 039
E-mail    guger@gtec.at
Web       www.gtec.at
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The product

Myrian® combines modular software components to process, reconstruct and display in 3D studies from imaging modalities like CT scanner and MRI. Complex algorithms analyse series of CT scanner images and automatically detect specific tissues that can thus be measured and characterised in a precise, objective and reproducible manner.

Myrian® hepatic module detects in less than 5 minutes the precise volume of liver anatomic (parenchyma) and pathologic (tumour) structures and their position. Accurate surgical simulation can thus be performed with precise measurement of the removed and remaining liver volumes.

Myrian® secures radiologists’ diagnosis and helps surgeons, clinicians and oncologists in therapeutic decision making and patient follow-up, providing significant productivity gains and enhanced communication between specialists.

Myrian® fully complies with the DICOM industry standard and features advanced ergonomics, allowing seamless integration within existing installations. It is EC marked in a high class [IIa] and ISO 13485 certified, has been clinically validated and is available in 4 languages.

The company and the team

Intrasense is a French high technology company that was created in 2004 in Montpellier and specialises in the development and distribution of innovative medical imaging solutions.

The founders and management team have an extensive international field and industry experience and share strong values.

R&D and customer support activities currently employ most of the 18 engineers and high level profiles and a close collaboration has been established with prestigious research centres and university hospitals in France, China and the USA to constantly improve and validate the products.

Intrasense is committed to innovation and quality. It has been laureate of some prestigious awards, is preparing several patents, was ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 certified and is now filing FDA (USA) and SFDA (China) applications. It offers world-class customer support.

Myrian® software is competitively priced and sold through distributors or on OEM basis. With 40 customers so far and a fast growth, breakeven should be reached in 2008.

Contact  Stephan Chemouny
Address   Intrasense - Cap. Omega, rond Point Benjamin Franklin - 34960 Montpellier Cedex 2
Country   France
Telephone +33 4 67 130 130
Fax       +33 4 67 130 132
E-mail    chemouny@intrasense.fr
Web       www.intrasense.fr
KineoWorks™
The first software for collision free motion making automatically move systems ranging from rigid CAD parts to spot welding robots or humanoids.

The product

• Is the driver’s seat well designed to be mounted within the car ?
• How easy will the maintenance of the screen wiper motor be ?
• What is the trajectory of the robot between two welding spots ?
• How to automatically generate feasible motion for a humanoid in its environment ?

These open questions can only be answered thanks to the first worldwide leading motion planning technology of KineoWorks™.

Using its advanced Dynamic Collision checking, KineoWorks™ is specialized in automatically finding and generating collision-free trajectories within a 3D Digital Mock-up and therefore serves industrial needs such as mounting and dismounting component parts, feasibility studies of human or robotic tasks in constrained virtual environments.

The product is a development toolkit to be embedded within the robots to enhance their autonomy with an online trajectory calculation. Thanks to KineoWorks™ robots are now capable to move alone.

The company and the team

Kineo Computer Aided Motion, “Kineo CAM” is the independent software developer of the worldwide leading technology for Automatic Motion and Path Planning KineoWorks™.

Kineo CAM addresses large companies and institutions including RENAULT, FORD, BMW, FIAT, PSA, AIRBUS, UGS TECNOMATIX, AIST Japan, Optivus Technology Inc. ...

Incorporated in December 2000, Kineo CAM benefited from a 15-year research legacy from the Laboratory for Analysis and Architecture System “LAAS-CNRS”, and is financially backed up by a venture capital company. Beyond the technological breakthrough of Kineo CAM’s products, the company maintains its competitive advance via active partnerships with worldwide research labs.

Kineo CAM’s team is constituted by about ten high skilled engineers, PHD students and marketing manager.

Award:
• 2000, winner of the national contest of innovation from Ministry of Research and Technology
• 2005, Kineo CAM receives IEEE/IFR Innovation Award for Outstanding Achievements in Commercializing Innovative Robot and Automation Technology.

Contact Laurent Maniscalco
Address Miniparc Bat. - 2 rue de la Découverte
BP 57748 - 31677 Labage Cedex
Country France
Telephone +33 5 61 00 90 60
Fax +33 5 61 00 90 61
E-mail laurent.maniscalco@kineocam.com
Web www.kineocam.com
The product

Leiki Focus is an advanced software platform for discovering the most relevant content and users. Based on ontological analysis of content topics, content items from various sources are dynamically linked with each other and searched with natural language instead of keywords. By observing end-user clicks content is automatically personalised to save time and effort, while like-minded users can be found to create communities. For marketing, content personalisation means selecting the advertisements with the highest response rates.

The idea is to give portal users extreme ease of use by showing them interesting content and other users with no effort. The service provider can use Leiki Focus to perform customer analytics by analysing popularity of topics, interest trends and user segments.

Leiki Focus uses patented algorithms to analyse content and user interests based on very detailed ontologies. Leiki’s technology is multi-lingual and delivers personalised information from a variety of sources such as news, blogs, documents, images and video. Leiki Focus has been implemented on server and smartphone platforms for use on all digital channels.

The company and the team

Leiki Ltd is a leading provider of award-winning personalisation technology to web and mobile portals.

Its technology analyses user’s behaviour in great detail, and enables content and services to be automatically adapted to fit user preferences. Personalisation is dynamic, improving with every click - users notice the results immediately without making any effort to “teach” the system.

Leiki’s deliveries were until 2005 mostly in the mobile sector, and since then web portals have used the product for e.g. news tracking, linking of different content sources and increasing sales by targeting product selection. Leiki’s customers think of the product as the only solution that offers such a wide range of advanced features in a well-productised package.

Leiki was founded in Helsinki, Finland in June 2000 by Dr. Petrus Pennanen, Leiki CEO. Currently Leiki has offices in Helsinki and London and representatives in China and Japan. The company received seed funding from Italy and its staff has been international from the start. Leiki CEO, Petrus Pennanen has postdoctoral experience in theoretical nuclear physics, and was nominated for the 2005 World Technology Award.

Contact Noora Staf
Address Leiki - Pohjoinen Makasinikatu 7A 4
Telephone +358 201 556 055
Fax +358 201 556 056
E-mail noora.staf@leiki.com
Web www.leiki.com
The product

Netviewer one2meet is a conferencing solution that lets users initiate or participate in spontaneous or pre-planned meetings via intranet or internet. It takes only a few mouse clicks and no prior installation.

In particular, companies with multiple locations benefit from using a streamlined web collaboration tool because it is a great way to accelerate business processes. Where it used to be necessary to spend time sending faxes or e-mails, all we have to do is to look at a document together, talk it over, and jointly make any changes – no matter, where the participants of the meeting are located. Where support and hotline were used to be stretched to the limit, now there is capacity to offer high-quality service. Decision-making and processing are much faster with visual realtime communication – and quality of results is improved.

Netviewer one2meet is also ideal for online training, sales presentations and project meetings with external customers, service providers, and business partners.

The company and the team

Netviewer supplies software of the same name for visual realtime communication. Netviewer software gives internet users a live view of the partner’s screens so that text, spread sheets graphics and other documents can be jointly discussed and edited. Live communication over the internet cuts travel time and increases productivity.

The company was founded in 2001 with its headquarters in Karlsruhe, Germany. As of today, Netviewer has subsidiaries and representatives in several countries (Switzerland, France, UK, Netherlands, Austria and USA) which together employ more than 190 employees worldwide. More than 7500 multi-corporate enterprises and SMEs from over 40 countries use the Netviewer solutions. Companies like Agfa, Bayer, BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Lufthansa, Deutsche Post, Ernst & Young, SAP, Siemens, Honda, Vodafone, and Swisscom Mobile are just a few examples.

Netviewer software also fulfills stringent security standards that make it suitable for around-the-clock operations. In fact, more than 400 European banks and other financial institutions already use Netviewer for supporting their customers in the field of online banking applications.

Contact

Martina Kupper
Netviewer - Erzbergerstr 117
76133 Karlsruhe
Country Germany
Telephone +49 721 35 44 99 0
Fax +49 721 35 44 99 300
E-mail martina.kupper@netviewer.de
Web www.netviewer.de
**Operax Bandwidth Manager 5500**
Bandwidth Management software for real-time, end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) control in convergent, standardized, next-generation telecommunications IP networks.

**The product**

Telecommunications operators are seeking to maximize Returns on Investment in Next-Generation Networks while maintaining service quality. In converged broadband networks, guaranteed QoS is essential for the successful commercial deployment and operation of new solutions, such as IPTV and IMS-based services.

Operax Bandwidth Manager 5500 is a flexible standards-based (ETSI TISPAN, ITU-T), carrier-grade QoS Control solution for telecommunications network service providers. It provides real-time guaranteed QoS in broadband access and aggregation networks as a result of per session Resource and Policy-based Admission Control.

This enables operators to deploy and mix services such as VoIP, IPTV, Video on Demand, and IMS-based services, with guaranteed service performance, on a shared infrastructure. Operax Bandwidth Manager 5500 supports multiple services, and works across multiple vendor solutions and network technologies.

With the Operax Bandwidth Manager, network operators can create new services rapidly and realize new revenue streams, reduce capital expenditures and increase operational efficiency.

**The company and the team**

Operax is an Independent Software Vendor offering world-leading software products and solutions for Bandwidth Management and guaranteed Quality of Service in IP-based networks. Operax customers are network operators and service providers, along with defense organizations and leading telecommunications system vendors.

Development started in 1998; the first steps were prototyping work performed jointly between Luleå University of Technology (Norrbotten province, Sweden) and the telecoms industry.

Founded in 2000, Operax is a privately held company with headquarters in Stockholm and offices in Luleå - Sweden, London, Rome, Seoul and Washington DC. The company is owned by Nordic Venture Partners, Innovacom, Nomura and Emano, along with its founders.

The Operax team consists of a young and dynamic core of technologists and engineers centered in Luleå combined with an experienced team of commercial managers based in Stockholm, the UK and USA. Thus representing how investment and support in European regions can ensure successful participation in the global economy.

Contact: Chris Merrick  
Address: Operax - Tegeluddsvagen 92  
11528 Stockholm  
Country: Sweden  
Telephone: +46 8 410 239 00  
Fax: +46 8 410 239 01  
E-mail: chris.merrick@operax.com  
Web: www.operax.com
ROSIDS (Rapid Open Source Intelligence Deployment System)
ROSIDS processes TV and radio broadcasts in a variety of languages, delivering transcribed and translated subtitles in real-time and in the user's preferred language.

The product
In today’s world, with thousands of TV and radio stations broadcasting in hundreds of languages around the clock, it is nearly impossible to maintain situational awareness. As a consequence, we constantly face a dilemma trading off valuable time and quality of information. ROSIDS is the highly innovative and unique solution to this dilemma.

By connecting ROSIDS to an antenna or satellite feed, the system processes TV, radio, and Internet data and produces subtitled video streams. ROSIDS employs automatic speech recognition to transcribe the audio feeds and provide a machine translation into a selected language in real-time. The translated transcripts are displayed synchronously with the original audio/video document on the display.

Users can thus watch a program in a foreign language and still get a very good impression of what’s being said. For example, non-Arabic speaking end-users may watch Al Arabia and, by reading the English subtitles, be able to interpret the content. This may be key for analysts to identify a potential opportunity or crisis immediately, and to provide the decision makers with actionable intelligence.

The company and the team
SAIL LABS Technology AG [Speech, Artificial Intelligence and Language Labs] was founded in 1999 in Vienna, Austria. SAIL is 100% Austrian-owned by its employees and venture funds. A team of 20 highly skilled professionals with a strong background in language technologies is committed to deliver outstanding performance and to maintain and extend the company’s leading position in the market.
mToken

mToken is a new USB-based platform that offers two-factor authentication, smart card-based services, secure storage and on-device applications in a single device.

The mToken platform also supports smart card-based enterprise and consumer applications in a variety of industries, including banking, insurance, telecom, government and healthcare. With identity theft, phishing and other online and offline fraud on the rise, there is an increased need for a portable, user-friendly, smart card-enabled platform for seamless two-factor authentication and security services, such as digital signature and data encryption.

SanDisk’s mToken is designed with ease of use in mind to enable consumers to securely authenticate for online services from anywhere, without the need to carry and install drivers and new software. mToken enables enterprises and OEMs to offer new plug-and-play applications, as well as additional smart card-based services, to their customer base. mToken’s smart development tools help organizations to create specific user scenarios, customized applications and diversified offerings to meet the requirements of almost any industry.

The company and the team

Founded in 1988 by Dr. Eli Harari, SanDisk has grown to become the world’s largest supplier of flash memory data storage products.

Serving consumers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), SanDisk designs, develops, manufactures and markets flash storage card products for a wide variety of electronic systems and digital devices. With flash memory’s capability for storing large amounts of data in a compact, removable format, SanDisk’s products have helped drive the exponential growth in sales of many digital consumer devices.

SanDisk’s portfolio includes U.S. and foreign patents, and is the only company, worldwide, that has the rights to both manufacture and sell every major flash card format. SanDisk also manufactures USB flash drives, smart cards, SIM and MegaSIM® cards with high-capacity flash storage, embedded flash drives and Solid State Disks (SSDs).

SanDisk became a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: SNDK) in November 1995, with revenues growing to $2.3 billion in 2005. SanDisk is headquartered in Milpitas, California, with more than 2000 employees worldwide and operations around the globe.

SanDisk – Store your world in ours®
The product

The T-VIPS Video Gateways transport professional quality video over IP networks. The devices can be situated at almost any point of the broadcast video chain; from outside broadcast site, to final distribution point – including remote studio, media centre, satellite up-link and cable head-end. To increase a broadcaster’s flexibility, the Video Gateways have been designed to be remotely controllable.

By taking advantage of the inherent flexibility of IP, broadcasters are offered an efficient, cost-effective and scalable solution for all video sources over IP networks. The product range also allows network operators to build revenue-generating professional Wide Area Networks for the video industry.

The innovative T-VIPS Video Gateways are already used by broadcasters throughout Europe, the USA and APAC, with over 300 Video Gateways deployed. Flagship customers announced include; Lyse, a highly innovative Norwegian IPTV operator, a deployment by towerCast in France’s DTT network, Digita’s choice of the TVG420 for Finland’s DVB-H roll-out and for studio-to-studio video transport for the Dutch cable operator Delta.

The company and the team

Headquartered in Oslo, T-VIPS AS is a privately held Norwegian technology company with 22 employees. The company was founded in 2004 to provide innovative new products and solutions for the growing professional Video over IP transport market. T-VIPS has already launched and shipped a number of highly innovative products, many of which provide first to market functionality, such as the TVG430 which is the first commercially available solution that uses the JPEG2000 codec for IP video distribution. With the exception of transporting video to the consumer, T-VIPS provides solutions for all professional video distribution requirements.

T-VIPS is funded by the leading Scandinavian VC funds Northzone Ventures and Selvaag Venture Capital. The company has been founded by a group of engineers and senior managers who have in-depth knowledge of the broadcast and telco industries. With over 100 years experience of designing and supplying professional video solutions, T-VIPS has a solid reputation of providing the high-quality and reliable products required to keep broadcasters and operators continuously on-air.
The product

Telepo Business Communication solution solves the converged needs of enterprises with rapidly growing mobile workforces. It extends the range of advanced voice and messaging functions and intelligent call routing, available across fixed and mobile devices, to include enhanced voice/data integration.

Users have one identity and can use traditionally fixed-line services like corporate directories, conference calling, call recording, voice mails and other voice and messaging services, anytime and anywhere. Central to its design is ease of use, with an intuitive user interface. This enables a consistent service offering across locations and devices.

Telepo’s solutions are built on open IETF standards, such as SIP, HTTP and LDAP to offer interoperability with a wide range of endpoint devices, legacy mixed-vendor (PBX) infrastructures and other business applications, without additional investment and to provide a migration path to all-IP communications.

By using the Telepo Business Communication solution enterprises receive a central point of management, significantly reducing costs of operations; can maximise existing infrastructure investments and dramatically reduces enterprise call costs through intelligent and transparent call routing, delivering return on investment in just six-nine months.

The company and the team

Telepo is a fast-growing software company based in Sweden pioneering enterprise mobility and converged communication solutions for large and medium-sized businesses and service providers worldwide. Its software solution integrates mobile, fixed and IP-based communications networks, delivering true mobility, increased productivity, improved cost control and savings for businesses.

Telepo was founded in 2003 by entrepreneurs Lars-Michaël Paqvalén (CEO) and Jörgen Björkner (CTO), founder and former Chairman of the SIP Forum, and a senior team of industry experts in both the mobile and IP industries. The team has been instrumental in the development of Voice over IP ("VoIP") and Session Initiation Protocol ("SIP") since 1995.

Telepo has been cash flow profitable from start and its rapidly expanding client portfolio and partner network includes many FORTUNE 500 companies from Ericsson, Nokia, IBM, Fujitsu, Cisco and Symbian, to Global IP Solutions, with more than 500,000 licenses sold during 2006. More information is available at www.telepo.com.

As Erkki Reuhkala, Solutions Manager Nokia Business Infrastructure, says: "Telepo solutions provide the best overall value, and fit with our objectives, both in the short and long term".

Contact Lars-Michaël Paqvalén
Address Telepo - Luntmakargatan 22-24
P.O. Box 3135 - 10362 Stockholm
Country Sweden
Telephone +46 8 20 65 27 00
Fax +46 8 411 96 37
E-mail micke@telepo.com
Web www.telepo.com
Luxid®
A cutting-edge Information Discovery solution serving the Information Intelligence needs of Business Corporations that reveals knowledge and intelligence, going above and beyond search.

The product
Luxid® is a breakthrough solution, serving the Information Intelligence needs of Business Corporations. This powerful and scalable solution reveals knowledge and intelligence that go beyond search. Luxid® gives immediate access to non obvious business information and delivers industry-specific knowledge, using concepts and meaning extraction, automatic classification and relationships representation.

Bringing long-awaited answers to the challenge of information discovery and knowledge extraction from unstructured data, Luxid® is a unique entry-point for Corporations, supporting heterogeneous demanding activities such as Competitive Intelligence, Scientific Intelligence, Customer Sentiment Analysis, Reputation Management, and Publishing.

Available in 20 languages, including Asian languages and Arabic, Luxid® provides superior results, using its award-winning and patent protected linguistic technology and its Skill Cartridges™ library for domain-specific analyses. Luxid® is UIMA-compliant and brings efficiency through open and easy-to-deploy annotation workflows, scalability through built-in load-balancing capabilities with unlimited service nodes dispatch, and interoperability through native connection to UIMA-compliant third-party information retrieval applications.

The company and the team
Founded in 2000, TEMIS is a leading provider of Corporate Text Mining and Text Analytics software solutions.

TEMIS addresses the unstructured data management needs of Corporations (Life Sciences, Publishing, Industry) and Governments, in environments where information processing is critical such as Competitive Intelligence, CRM, Scientific Intelligence, IP Management or Quality Management.

TEMIS solutions help thousands of users everyday gain immediate access to business critical information, using concepts and meaning extraction, automatic classification and relationships representation, in order to reduce information overload.

TEMIS employs about 50 people and operates subsidiaries in France, Germany, and the United States. TEMIS team brings together skilled and experienced managers, researchers and consultants. TEMIS products are distributed worldwide through its partner network.

From the very beginning, TEMIS’ innovative technology has attracted major groups such as Thomson Scientific, Springer Science+Business Media, MDL Elsevier, TIM-Telecom Italia Mobile, Novartis, Roche, Sanofi-Aventis, Solvay Pharmaceuticals, PSA, or Total.

Contact Martine Falhon
Address TEMIS - Tour Gamma B
193/197 rue de Bercy - 75582 Paris
Country France
Telephone +33 1 40 04 46 71
Fax +33 1 40 04 46 81
E-mail martine.falhon@temis.com
Web www.temis.com
The product

QuickTransit hardware virtualization technology allows applications that have been compiled for one operating system and processor to run on computers that use a different processor and operating system, without requiring any source code or binary changes. All of the products in the QuickTransit product line share an ability to run translated applications on a systems platform with the following characteristics:

- Full Functionality.
- Near Native Computational Performance.
- Complete End-User Transparency.
- Transparent Graphics and Interactive Performance.
- Easy Application Management by System Administrators.

Transitive has publicly announced a number of operating system/processor pairs including the following:
- QuickTransit for Solaris/SPARC-to-Linux/x86-64
- QuickTransit for Solaris/SPARC-to-Linux/Itanium
- QuickTransit for Power-to-x86

Apple Computer includes a copy of Rosetta with every Macintosh it sells, and has acknowledged that Rosetta uses Transitive’s QuickTransit technology. More than 5 million Intel-based Macintoshes have been shipped worldwide.

The company and the team

The development of QuickTransit began as a research project at the University of Manchester in 1995. The initial goals of the project were to determine the effectiveness of a modular, re-targetable, dynamic binary translator, providing 100% compatibility between pairs of different processor instruction sets. These goals, coupled with the then-absent pressure of producing a commercial product, allowed exploration of the best way to design intermediate representations of the software being translated, which paid dividends in the modularity and optimizing capability of the resulting translators.

The research team quickly discovered that the novel principles underlying QuickTransit® would lead to a unique combination of configurable translators, providing high fidelity and outstanding performance. Patents were filed on key components of the technology, and Transitive was founded in 2000 as the vehicle to develop QuickTransit technology for the commercial market.

Transitive set up headquarters, sales and marketing operations in Silicon Valley, California, but all technical development remains in its Manchester, UK office.

Contact
Alasdair Rawsthorne
Transitive Corporation - Maybrook House
40 Blackfriars Street - M3 2EG Manchester
Country United Kingdom
Telephone +44 16 18 36 23 01
Fax +44 16 18 36 23 99
E-mail alasdair@transitive.com
Web www.transitive.com
The product

Presently, the EU is calling for digitally preserving Europe’s cultural heritage in a way that is appropriate for the Information Society at the dawn of the 21st century. This demand also exists for many other nations worldwide. For the digital preservation of the millions of books stored in libraries, adequate tools are needed to accomplish this task in a timely way and with a reasonable budget.

ScanRobot™ establishes a ground breaking scanning concept, where distortion-free scanning and automatic page turning is achieved in both directions with a minimum of moving parts. The patented ScanRobot™ concept requires an opening of the book by only 60 degrees, thus reducing the mechanical stress to an absolute minimum. As scanning and turning is accomplished in the same step, rates up to 40 pages/minute can be reached.

By using an array of matrix image sensors and arranging them in an innovative way, extremely high resolutions can be achieved without an explosion in hardware expenses. The modular concept of the ScanRobot™ allows economic upgrading for larger document sizes without decreasing the resolution.

The company and the team

TREVENTUS Mechatronics is a spin-off company of the Vienna University of Technology’s Institute “integrated study” dedicated to research in, and development of Assistive Technology.

Starting with a proof of concept in late 2004 at the University’s laboratory and later supported by INiTS, an academic incubator, TREVENTUS Mechatronics GmbH was founded in spring 2006.

Treventus is currently a privately held company, owned by its four founding scientists and engineers with expertise in microelectronics, computer science, industrial engineering, optoelectronics and assistive technology. The core team is complemented by 6 additional staff members from the fields of CAD-design, electronic assembly and precision mechanics.

TREVENTUS’ vision is to become one of the leaders in automatic book scanning and a reliable partner for libraries needing to carry out mass digitalization. This is why the ScanRobot was developed in close contact with renowned libraries in Europe. As a result of this early dialogue, the “Bavarian State Library” and the “University Library of Innsbruck” have already placed orders.

ScanRobot™ – Automatic Bookscanner

A modularly designed, high speed book scanner with integrated, fully automatic page-turning – a solution for economic mass digitalization of books and other bound documents.
ubicontrol allows mobile operators and/or IT administrators to define and manage access permissions for single user and user groups – comfortable – on mobile devices. Security policies (data erase, encryption, application launch controls and device feature disablment) are now enforceable on PDAs and smartphones. A central management and the delivery of services on the mobile smartphones is made possible with ubimanager.

Key advantages / innovation items:
• Central management and configuration of user groups and user rights e.g. subject to the company policy on mobile devices
• Applications and settings can be locked and/or approved, e.g. WLAN Manager, Camera and any other application.
• Fixing the favored settings and preventing changes made by the end user.
• Preventing the installation of new software by the user if users cannot autonomously install applications on the device there are no devices malfunctions.
• System trays, like the registry, directories and SD cards can be protected against access and changes from users’ side.
• Sending of attachments via e-mail can be prohibited.
• Setup of POP3-accounts can be
• Device status confirmation and inventory

The company and the team

ubitexx is an innovative software manufacturer of security and management solutions for Smartphones and PDAs. As a technology leader ubitexx is the first to offer system software for 1st deployment, configuration, user authorization management and central administration of mobile end devices to mobile telephony providers, device and software manufacturers and companies.

ubitexx applications speed up installation and simplify the use and monitoring of mobile messaging, mobile security and other mobile services for users and organizations. Additionally, ubitexx solutions increase the stability of Smartphones and PDAs – without reducing performance. Companies can exploit the advantages of mobile devices without putting their data and systems at increased risk.

Since founding the company in 2002, ubitexx solutions have been in use across Europe at leading banks and insurance companies, reputable energy groups and retail chains, as well as in military organizations.

Ownership/ Member of the management board:
• Markus C. Müller, Chief Executive Officer
• Hans-Jürgen Rinser, Chief Technology Officer
• Manuel Sosna, Chief Marketing Officer

Staff: 22 employees, mainly technical and sales staff.

Contact Manuel Sosna
Address ubitexx - Balanstrasse 57
81541 München
Country Germany
Telephone +49 89 55 06 99 11
Fax +49 89 55 06 99 24
E-mail manuel.sosna@ubitexx.com
Web www.ubitexx.com
The product

Examination and diagnostics of tissue probes is up to now nearly solely performed with light microscopes. The basic innovation of VMscope is an extensive digitisation in light microscopy, the so-called “Virtual Microscopy”.

Digitisation and image communication in medicine are long established for example in radiology. Yet in pathology, the virtual slides emerging from complete high-resolution glass slide scanning are with a file size of up to 50 GB per image by far larger than what was formerly known and capable. VMscope developed image streaming and software solutions, especially designed and optimised for Virtual Microscopy. They obtain image visualisation over networks in real-time, even with 30 GB image file size on the server.

Virtual Microscopy is a completely new technology, which opens the digital world with all advantages like improvements in the workflow, quality assurance, new functionalities, digital archiving, remote access and distributed work to an industry, where digitisation was up to a few years unthinkable due to the unsolvable huge files to handle with.

The company and the team

After a research project at the University Hospital Charité, the founders, convinced of the idea, started a commercial redesign of the software and the foundation of the company. VMscope then emerged in December 2004 as spin-off from the Charité. The start-up was financed through a governmental entrepreneur funding and the first prize in the national “founder’s competition multimedia”.

The founders gather competence in the fields of informatics, image analysis, mathematics and medicine. Founders are the computer scientist Dr. Karsten Schlüns, pathologist and medical informatics scientist Dr. Thomas Schrader and Dipl.-Ing. Kai Saeger, geodesist and from beginning VMscope’s CEO. Valuable contacts to the clientele come with the associates Prof. Dr. Manfred Dietel as managing director of Germany’s largest pathology institute and board member of the German society for pathology and with Dr. Peter Hufnagl, head of the Charité telemedicine centre. Further associates are the “Paschmann GmbH”, Germany’s leading pathology information system company, and the Charité itself as scientific partner and “early adopter”, which has a close cooperation with VMscope.

Contact
Kai Saeger
Address VMscope - Campus Charité Mitte Charitéplatz 1 - 10117 Berlin
Country Germany
Telephone +49 30 45 53 61 88
Fax +49 30 45 05 36 910
E-mail kai.saeger@vrmagic.com
Web www.vrmagic.com
EYESI Cataract
EYESI Cataract is a simulator for surgery on the anterior segment of the human eye, capable of providing realistic training scenarios as well as tools for objective performance assessment.

The product
The removal and replacement of the eye’s lens as treatment of a so-called cataract is the standard procedure in eye surgery. In Germany alone, about 400,000 operations of this kind are performed every year. Nevertheless, training-methods for surgeons do not correspond to the possibilities of modern computer and simulation technology. While pilot training essentially consists of simulator training for many years now, this is still not true for ophthalmological education. VRmagic’s invention of EYESI Cataract is one major step to rectify this situation.

With EYESI Cataract, students can train the critical procedures of the cataract operations over and over again without endangering any real patient. Teachers are able to design and supervise training scenarios for enhanced education, while training data can be used for further assessment.

The EYESI Cataract system consists of a processing unit integrated in an assembly that mimics core features of real OR equipment. Interaction with an interface [a model of a patient’s head] is tracked, processed and integrated into a virtual stereoscopic visualisation inside the »microscope«, perfecting the feeling of reality for any user.

The company and the team
VRmagic is developing and producing technology for virtual reality simulations of complex surgical procedures. The main focus is directed towards solutions for educating students and professionals in ophthalmology, i.e. eye surgeons in training. A second branch of products and technology consists of highly specialised cameras for industrial image processing.

In 2001, VRmagic was founded by scientists of the universities of Mannheim and Heidelberg, Germany. The underlying idea can be traced back to 1996, when a young team of developers started a university project aiming at developing a simulator for eye surgery. The project turned out to be a success, winning the renowned award “Forschungs- und Innovationspreis der Stiftung Rhein-Neckar-Dreieck”.

Today, VRmagic employs 21 people of age 20 to 40. The better part of them work in R&D. New appointments are continously offered and arranged, with the number of employees expected to double within the next 3 to 5 years.

The already existing worldwide sales and distribution network is growing with similar speed. VRmagic’s position as sole provider of ophthalmological simulators will strengthen this development.

Contact
Dr Markus Schill
VRmagic GmbH - Augustaanlage 32
68165 Mannheim
Country Germany
Telephone +49 621 400 416 0
Fax +49 621 400 416 99
E-mail info@vrmagic.com
Web www.vrmagic.com
The product

X-aitment’s main product is the X-ait-Engine, a modular AI-Engine for games and simulations. The engine is based on a massively multi-agent system that allows for a simple implementation of autonomous and intelligent bots (agents) and provides a platform that enables the agents to communicate and cooperate with each other. Every single agent can be assigned its own AI, its own capabilities and its own tasks. Sophisticated technologies like a distributed agent-framework applicable on different hardware-platforms and game consoles (including also mobile devices), machine learning, path finding, natural bot movement, planning algorithms, data analysis, knowledge representation and inferring etc. are integrated in this concept.

The modular architecture of the X-ait Engine includes a core system and genre specific components for the most recent game genres:

- Real Time Strategy Games
- Role Playing Games
- Adventures
- Sport Games
- Action Games / First Person Shooters
- Car-/Driving-/Racing-/Traffic Simulation

A toolset for customizing, debugging, balancing and testing the in-game AI enriches X-aitment’s portfolio.

The company and the team

X-aitment GmbH is a specialist for Artificial Intelligence in computer games and simulations. Founded in 2002, as a spin-off of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI), the company has developed to a team-size of around 24 people holding degrees (B.Sc, M.Sc., PhD) in computer-science, physics and mathematics.

X-aitment possesses internationally accepted in-depth know-how in all areas of Artificial Intelligence, which is continuously updated and kept state-of-the-art via the close cooperation with the DFKI and the University of Saarland - Germany. Additionally, profound knowledge of industrial software development and engineering with a focus on computer- and mobile games is available.

We provide services and products that create an important technological advantage in the area of Artificial Intelligence. Our services regarding AI programming in games and simulation systems include:

- Individual AI development
- Support for AI integration
- Consulting for all AI matters

Contact Dr Andreas Gerber
Address X-aitment GmbH - Science Park 2
66123 Saarbruecken
Country Germany
Telephone +49 681 9593 142
Fax +49 681 9593 144
E-mail andreas.gerber@x-aitment.net
Web www.x-aitment.net
The 70 Nominees for the 2007 European ICT Prize have been selected from a record-breaking 450 candidates from 30 countries. Among them, 20 Grand Prize Nominees are competing for the three Grand Prizes of €200,000 each.

Euro-CASE has proposed 20 Winners and three Grand Prize Winners to the European Commission which will take the final decision.

The Nominees for the 2007 European ICT Prize have successfully gone through the thorough, highly competitive evaluation procedure of the European ICT Prize. The high standards of applicants and the competitive evaluation procedure make this Prize the standard reference recognising major achievements in the ICT world of today.

The European recognition that stands behind the nomination of Nominees and Grand Prize Nominees contributes to facilitating access to finance, markets and partnerships, and to enhancing the visibility, credibility, and the future business prospects for the company.

### The Nominees for the 2007 European ICT Prize, including the Nominees for European ICT Grand Prize *

- **77 Elektronika (HU)**
  - For ADSL Extender
  - No limitation, no discrimination for people living on the countryside.
  - jhatvani@e77.hu
  - www.e77.hu

- **A3M (DE)**
  - For A3M Tsunami Alarm System
  - Global Tsunami Warning System for mobile phones, protecting human lives and health.
  - eduard@heindl.de
  - www.tsunami-alarm-system.com

- **AgendiZe (FR)**
  - For AgendiZe Click-to-Save & Share
  - Conversion tools for online publishers and e-commerce sites.
  - arambaud@agendize.com
  - www.agendize.com

- **Akamedia (FR)**
  - For Newspusher
  - Newpusher is a ‘1-Stop Licensing Shop’ for broad-and-narrow-casters, aggregating audiovisual content from reliable sources worldwide.
  - lionel.faucher@akamedia.net

- **AlgoNomics (BE)**
  - For Epibase®
  - Industry standard bioinformatics platform identifies specific adverse effects related to therapeutic protein drugs.
  - Philippe.stas@algonomics.com
  - www.algonomics.com

- **APEX (CZ)**
  - For BLIS, im ÖPNV - Dresden Acoustic system
  - Acoustic information for the visually impaired person (Line Number, Destination) and Driver information about the boarding of the Blind in the vehicle of Public Transport.
  - rocek@apex-jesenice.cz
  - www.apex-jesenice.cz

- **ATTENTIO /NV (BE)**
  - For Measuring and monitoring social media for European companies
  - Measuring and monitoring social media for European companies.
  - simon@attentio.com
  - www.attentio.com
Be Informed (NL)
for Be Informed
Supports knowledge intensive processes by integrating and operationalising knowledge within the process in the context of the process step, the underlying case and the role of knowledge workers.
t.vanstuijvenberg@beinformed.nl
www.beinformed.nl

BearingPoint (NL)
for IT-FastClose
Visualized company’s IT landscape indicates where & how much money is wasted and calculates improvements.
Jan.vandepoll@bearingpoint.com
www.bearingpoint.com

Bianor JSC (BG)
for Roam-n-Roll
Fully automated roaming managing application assures the user always makes the right choice & uses the cheapest available operator in roaming.
Nadia.ropleva@bianor.com
www.bianor.com

Biometronix (DE)
for BioLANCC
Platform-independent software application to operate and integrate biometric authentication and identification processes and systems.
Jc.tylka@biometronix.com
www.biometronix.com

BLUWAN (FR)
for Gigacom
The Fibre Through The Air solution developed by BluWan provides Very High Speed Broadband Wireless Access Networks to Service Providers.
wgroppi@bluwan.com
www.bluwan.com

DIGIMIND (FR)
for DIGIMIND FINDER
New vertical meta-search engine revolutionizing the professional web search experience.
olivier.scheffer@digimind.com
www.digimind.com

EDXACT (FR)
for JIVARO
High-precision, high performance technology for backend physical verification.
silvant@edxact.com
www.edxact.com

EntropySoft (FR)
for EntropySoft ECI
Trusted Web Services platform that includes a set of global and standardized trust and security services.
nicolas.maquaire@entropysoft.net
www.entropysoft.net

FotoNation (IE)
for In-Camera Face Tracking Technology
Embedded Face Tracking Technology for Digital Cameras and Camera Phones.
turlough@fotonation.com
www.fotonation.com

Fraunhofer Inst For Telecomm, Heinrich Hertz Inst (DE)
for 3D Center
The 3D Center presents ICT services on a High resolution 3D display and allows intuitive navigation via pointing gestures.
pastoor@hhi.fhg.de
www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/english/im/index.html

Gempliss (IT)
for IRIDE
SOA-based Knowledge Management platform distributed on GRID.
Lorenzo.gianoli@gempliss.com
www.gempliss.com

hello2morrow (DE)
for SonarJ
Innovative tool to avoid structural erosion of medium to large scale Java projects.
a.zitzewitz@hello2morrow.de
www.hello2morrow.de / www.hello2morrow.com

* Byometric Systems (DE)
for Large scale identification Solution based on iris-recognition
Biometric access system based on iris-recognition identification in banking environment.
alau@byometric.com
www.byometric.com

Critical Links (PT)
for edgeBOX
Multifunction network appliance that provides a full network infrastructure for Small and Medium Enterprises and Enterprise Branch Offices.
jcarreira@critical-links.com
www.critical-links.com

Danaos Searoutes (EL)
for SeaRoutes DSS
Decision support system for vessels’ navigation optimizing bunkering consumption and passage time.
contact@danaos.gr
www.danaos.gr

* DIGIMIND (FR)
for DIGIMIND FINDER
New vertical meta-search engine revolutionizing the professional web search experience.
olivier.scheffer@digimind.com
www.digimind.com

EDXACT (FR)
for JIVARO
High-precision, high performance technology for backend physical verification.
silvant@edxact.com
www.edxact.com

EntropySoft (FR)
for EntropySoft ECI
Trusted Web Services platform that includes a set of global and standardized trust and security services.
nicolas.maquaire@entropysoft.net
www.entropysoft.net

FotoNation (IE)
for In-Camera Face Tracking Technology
Embedded Face Tracking Technology for Digital Cameras and Camera Phones.
turlough@fotonation.com
www.fotonation.com

Fraunhofer Inst For Telecomm, Heinrich Hertz Inst (DE)
for 3D Center
The 3D Center presents ICT services on a High resolution 3D display and allows intuitive navigation via pointing gestures.
pastoor@hhi.fhg.de
www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/english/im/index.html

* G. tec Guger Technologies (AT)
for Brain-Computer Interface
Interface for cursor control and writing by thoughts.
guger@gttec.at
www.gttec.at

Gempliss (IT)
for IRIDE
SGA-based Knowledge Management platform distributed on GRID.
Lorenzo.gianoli@gempliss.com
www.gempliss.com

hello2morrow (DE)
for SonarJ
Innovative tool to avoid structural erosion of medium to large scale Java projects.
a.zitzewitz@hello2morrow.de
www.hello2morrow.de / www.hello2morrow.com

THE EUROPEAN ICT PRIZE
Holografika (HU) for HoloVizio 640RC
Meter-scale holographic 3D display developed in the EU FP6 project COHERENT.
t.balogh@holografika.com
www.holografika.com / www.coherentproject.org

Home Automation Europe (NL) for Home Control Box & Supporting online services
Home Control Box: the residential board-computer for an automated home, also bringing it online services.
i.delarivebox@homeautomationeurope.com
www.homeautomationeurope.com

IFOTEC (FR) for DSL Fibre
xDSL extension over optical fibre for broadband access in remote areas.
gbillet@ifotec.com
www.ifotec.com

In View (SE) for ippi™
Cellular device enabling mobile messaging (MMS, SMS, e-mail) directly on your TV.
mats@inview.se
www.inview.se

Intrasense (FR) for Myrian
Software for medical image and aided diagnosis.
Scherbaum@InTrace.com
chemouny@intrasense.fr
www.intrasense.fr

ipoque (DE) for PRX Traffic Manager
Allows effective control of undesired network applications, as file sharing peer-2-peer networks or Skype.
frank.stummer@ipoque.com
www.ipoque.com

ISTSA (FR) for MicroJvm™
Full custom Java Technology (Java VMs) for billions of embedded devices running microcontrollers (8/16/low-end 32 bits).
fred.rivard@ist-eu.com
www.ist-eu.com

iWatch (DE) for XRayWatch
Central managed Endpoint Security enforcing the necessary customizable protection level on demand.
Ramon.Moerl@iWatch.de
iWatch.de

jCOM1 (DE) for JCOM1’s BPM Tool Suite is named jSOA!
Supports all relevant activities in the process life cycle, jSOA!
Consisting of components based on the workplace-oriented methodology of jCOM1 for designing and optimizing business processes in a real life business environment.
Albert.fleischmann@jcom1.com
www.jcom1.com

KAYENTIS (FR) for FORMS
Connect paper documents to your IT systems in a secure and traceable manner.
pbernal@kayentis.fr
www.kayentis.fr

Kinamik Data Integrity (ES) for kSuite
Cryptographic application that renders information immutable, fulfilling audit, compliance and computer forensic requirements.
jvalle@kinamik.com
www.kinamik.com

Kineo CAM (FR) for KineoWorks™
Software library to compute motion planning in cluttered 3D environment.
Laurent.maniscalco@kineocam.com
www.kineocam.com

KSYOS (NL) for KSYOS Client Safe®
The safe and user-friendly internet-based patient dossier accessible by digital passport.
l.witkamp@KSYOS.org
www.KSYOS.org

Leiki (FI) for Leiki Focus
Software platform for automatic content personalisation, community building and targeted marketing.
noora.sta@leiki.com
www.leiki.com

LUMIERE TECHNOLOGY / LT2 (FR) for MULTISPECTRAL HIGH DEFINITION CAMERA
First MSHD 240 MegaPixels digitization service and solutions; image content analysis and perfect colour reproduction of private and public art collections.
jean.pencaud@noos.fr
www.lumiere-technology.com

MnaView (NL) for MagnaView
Visual Analytics: innovative visual analysis and presentation of data.
ej@magnaview.nl
www.magnaview.nl
Nanoradio (SE) for NRX700/1, NRG723
Nanoradio has developed a unique WLAN SiP, making high-speed wireless access available in portable electronics.
aninka.engelhart@nanoradio.com
www.nanoradio.com

Netviewer (DE) for Netviewer one2meet
European market leader in web collaboration and web conferencing services. Giving internet users a live view of the partner’s screens so that any application and documents can be jointly discussed and edited.
Martina.Kupper@netviewer.de
www.netviewer.de

Nubiq Technology (IE) for Zinadoo
Create your Free mobile website and get texting with zinadoo.com.
hhaughney@nubiq.com
www.nubiq.com

Océ Document Technologies (DE) for Single Click Entry
Semantic analysis of documents & connecting them business applications to support and automate knowledge work.
Johannes.Schacht@odt-oce.com
www.odt-oce.com

Operax (SE) for Operax Bandwidth Manager 5500
Software for real-time, end-to-end quality of service control in convergent, next generation telecommunications networks.
chris.merrick@operax.com
www.operax.com

RFIDsec (DK) for Privacy enabled RFID tags and RFID security applications
Allow safe sharing of data and access throughout the Product-Life-Cycle.
Mikkel.winterh@fidsec.com
www.rdfsec.com

R0B050FT (FR) for Robuter
ROBotized Computer to help people.
vincet.dupouvre@robotsoft.fr
www.robotsoft.fr

Royal National Institute (UK) for Deaf People for TalkByText
Real-time text client allowing deaf people to make phone calls over the Internet.
jordan@safelayer.com
www.mid.org.uk

Safelayer Secure Communications (ES) for TrustedX
The first USB key that protects families and their PCs against offensive contents and the dangers of the Internet.
jordan@safelayer.com
www.safelayer.com / www.trustedwebsites.org

SAIL LABS Technology (AT) for R.O.S.I.D.S.
Enables users to access various broadcast by providing real-time subtitling in their preferred language.
Saskia.Wiesenhal@sail-technology.com
www.sail-technology.com

San Disk (IL) for mToken
Combines PKI-based two factor authentication, secure storage and smartcard-based applications inone USB device.
Yariv.Fishman@SanDisk.com
www.m-systems.com / mtoken

SC SIVECO Romania (RO) for AeL eContent
Multimedia library of Reusable Learning Objects corresponding; in must countries; to the formal curriculum for the ISCED 3.
radu.jugureanu@siveco.ro

ScanSafe Limited (UK) for Scandoo
World’s first safe Web search - early warning technology protecting against malware and offensive content.
Jonathan.Elstein@scansafe.com
www.scandoo.com / www.scansafe.com

SKYRECON SYSTEMS (FR) for StormShield Security Suite
Next generation Intelligent Endpoint Security Software.
rrtruchot@skyrecon.com
www.skyrecon.com

Smart Information Systems (AT) for esolda.at
The first product search engine supporting Semantic Web-based E-Commerce with online product-consultation.
mil@smart-infosys.com
www.smart-infosys.com

Software Competence Center Hagenberg (AT) for xyzmo® Digital Sealing
Solution for digitally signing documents that covers the whole process of sender-receiver document exchange.
klaus.pirkbauer@scch.at
www.xyzmo.com
Surgical Science Sweden (SE)
for LapSim Gyn
The laparoscopic simulator for gynaecologists, training tool to
enhance surgical skills.
mathias.kremer@surgical-science.com
www.surgical-science.com

SYMTAVISION (DE)
for SymTÀ/S
Timing analysis & optimization framework for reliable integration of
electronic systems.
jersak@symtavision.com
www.symtavision.com

T-VIDS (NO)
for T-VIDS TVG Video Gateways
Provides professional video market with innovative IP transport solutions.
Janne.Tvedt.Morstol@t-vips.com
www.t-vips.com

Telepo (SE)
for Telepo Business Communication solution
Telepo’s fixed-mobile convergence solution enables efficient business
communication anytime, anywhere.
micke@telepo.com
www.telepo.com

TEMIS (FR)
for Luxid®
Innovative information discovery solution serving the information
intelligence needs of business/corporations.
martine.falhon@temis.com
www.temis.com

Transitive Corporation (UK)
for QuickTransit®
A new Generation software for computer simulation of concrete
civil engineering structures.
alasdair@transitive.com
www.transitive.com

TREVENTUS Mechatronics (AT)
for ScanRobot
High-speed (up to 2,400 pages/hour) book scanner with integrated
fully automatic page-turning for bound documents.
zw@fortec.tuwien.ac.at
www.treventus.com

ubitexx (DE)
for ubiControl
First client-server application to fix user rights and adjust configu-
ratings on Smartphones and PDAs.
Manuel.sosna@ubitexx.com
www.ubitexx.com

Vmscope (DE)
for The Virtual Microscope
Digital Microscopy over IP for e-learning, research, clinical use.
kai.saeger@vmscope.de
www.vmscope.com

Vrmagic (DE)
for EYESI Cataract
Simulator for surgery on the anterior segment of the eye.
kungl@vrmagic.com
www.vrmagic.com

Wittmann & Partner Computer Systems (RO)
for iGDSS
International collaborative platform to support and integrate group
decision making.
ciprian.candea@wittmann-partner.ro
www.wittmann-partner.ro

X-aitment (DE)
for X-ait-Engine
Artificial Intelligence middleware solution for computer games,
simulations and entertainment software.
gerol@x-aitment.net
www.x-aitment.net

Xcalia (FR)
for Xcalia Intermediation Core XIC
Provides solutions for composite applications to easily access and
manipulate data and services.
eric@xcalia.com
www.xcalia.com

Xsens Technologies (NL)
for Moven
Xsens Technologies.
casper@xsens.com
www.xsens.com

xThink Deutschland (DE)
for MathJournal 2.0
Recognizes handwritten mathematical formulas, equations and
symbols and solves them numerically, graphically or symbolically.
hdil@xthink.com
www.xthink.com

See all the Nominees on:
www.ict-prize.org/nominees/
The European ICT Prize Winners

from 1995 to 2006
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science, Chalmers University of Technology</th>
<th>Parkaid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWI</td>
<td>Philips Austria, Multimedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k.s. Waves</td>
<td>Business Systems &amp; Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Concepts</td>
<td>Philips Magnetic Heads &amp; Modules [MH&amp;M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Support Systems Group</td>
<td>Ptsel Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laennext</td>
<td>PixTech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI Computer Group</td>
<td>Plustech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEA</td>
<td>Praxim Medivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let It Wave</td>
<td>Prism Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguatec</td>
<td>Prous Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS International</td>
<td>QWED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTU Technologies</td>
<td>Radionor Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuraTech Gesellschaft für Luft</td>
<td>Recognita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- und Raumfahrttechnologie &amp; Multimedia GmbH</td>
<td>Redac Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magori Consulting-Ingenieurbüro</td>
<td>Right Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marratech</td>
<td>RunTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materialdata</td>
<td>Sandbox Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Soft</td>
<td>SC Softwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphor Systems</td>
<td>Scalado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcosm</td>
<td>Scylt Online World Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindlab</td>
<td>Shockfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiNEit Software (Lumio)</td>
<td>Siemens Nixdorf Informations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISON</td>
<td>systeme LOB GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS LaserLock International</td>
<td>Simmag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molynx</td>
<td>SimSurgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONDECA</td>
<td>SiMONE Research Group sro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MorphoLogic</td>
<td>Sirma AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC Systems</td>
<td>Skinkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Systems Flash Disk Pioneers</td>
<td>Snell &amp; Wilcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institute for Earth</td>
<td>Softissimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>SouthWing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetGem</td>
<td>Spectronics Micro Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Index</td>
<td>SSH Communications Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexstim</td>
<td>Steinbeis-Transferzentrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Limit</td>
<td>Medizinische Informatik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia Mobile Phones</td>
<td>STMicroelectronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomai</td>
<td>SWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood Systems</td>
<td>SYLLEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NxN Digital Entertainment</td>
<td>Sympalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Océ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMNIKEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnRelay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optenet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oticon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PacketFront</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syngene division of Synoptics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadiran Spectralink</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Compiler Technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCTS Lab.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TechForce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical University of Budapest, Dpt. of Telecommunications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Telematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technopuce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemedia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleprotect International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PhonePages of Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Immersion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransAction Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusted Logic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTtech Computertechnik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universitat Politècnica de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalunya &amp; Sistemas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiantes F. Moyano (Fractus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Greenwich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vingmed Sound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRTOOLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirTouch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISUCOM®</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITEC Multimedia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITRONIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViVi Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Educational Support Tools (West)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XiTact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeneca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOOtech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See all the Winners on: [www.ict-prize.org/winners/](http://www.ict-prize.org/winners/)
The European ICT Prize Evaluation Group

from 1995 to 2007

Prof. Einar Aas
Prof. Jans Aasmann
Prof. Petter E. Bjerstad
Dr Jozsef Bokor
Prof. John Byrne
Prof. Maria da Graça Carvalho
Prof. Luigi Dadda
Dr Bjarne Däcker
Dr Marc Durvaux
Dr Florin-Gheorghe Filip
Dr Godfrey Gaston
Dr Esther Gelle
Mr Georges Grunberg
Prof. Arne Halaas
Dr Ivan Herman
Prof. Andrew Hopper
Prof. José A. Jaén
Dr Ing. Ivo Janousek
Prof. Arte Karila
Dr Kurt Katzeff
Mr Georges Grunberg
Prof. Arne Halaas
Dr Ivan Herman
Prof. Andrew Hopper
Prof. José A. Jaén
Dr Ing. Ivo Janousek
Prof. Arte Karila
Dr Kurt Katzeff
Mr Apostolos Koukouvinos
Dr Ossi Kuitunen
Dr Reidar Kuvaas
Dr Jens Langeland
Mr Yiannis Loumakis
Dr Aake Lundqvist
Dr Hannu Martikainen
Dr Frank McCabe
Prof. Raymond Morel
Prof. Roberto Negri
Mr Henrik Nielsen
Prof. Ian Nussey
Sir John J. O’Reilly
Prof. Bill O’Riordan
Ir. Paul Peeters
Dr Lucio Pinto
Dr Martin Reiser
Dr Michel E. Roulet
Prof. Mariangiovanna Sami
Mr Peter Saraga
Prof. Heinz Schwärtzel
Dr Matti Sihto
Mr Paul ten Hagen
Dr Jean Van Keymeulen
Mr Eldert van Schagen
Dr Péter Varlaki

Mr Antonio Vidigal
Prof. Luis Vidigal
Prof. Peter Werkhoven
Mr Giacomo Zanotti

The European ICT Prize Executive Jury

from 1995 to 2007

Prof. Oddvar Aaserud
Dr Pierre Aigrain
Dr Giampaolo Amadori
Tekn. Lic. Lars Arosenius
Prof. Gerhard Barth
Mr Robert Bishop
Prof. Jozsef Bokor
Prof. Kiril Boyanov
Prof. Giampo Bracchi
Mr Thierry Breton
Dr Hellmuth Broda
Prof. Pere Brunet
Mr Christian Buhl
Dr K. Bulthuis
Prof. Dr Christof Burckhardt
Prof. Christer Carlsson
Prof. Maria da Graça Carvalho

Dr Gil de Bernabé
Drs. Maurice de Hond
Mr Guy Demuyck
Prof. Andreas Dengel
Sir John Fairclough FREng
Dr Werner Frantzits
Ir. Otto Gerdes
Dr Aasmund Gjeitnes
Prof. Rudolf Haggenmüller
Dr Veikko Hara
Mr Jeno Hetthéssy
Dr Johannes Jacobsen
Mr Kai Juul-Pedersen
Prof. Dr Karlheinz Kaske
Dr Laszlo Keviczky
Prof. Vladimir Kucera
Mr Philippe Maréchal
Prof. Olli Martikainen
Mr Daniel V. McCaughan OBE,
DSc FREng
Dr Klaus Neugebauer
Ms Ann-Marie Nilsson
Dr Jean-Pierre Noblanc
Prof. Ian Nussey
Sir John O’Reilly
Prof. Bill O’Riordan FREng
Prof. Mircea Petrescu
Dr Pasquale Pistorio
Prof. Gustav Pomerberger
Prof. Andrès Ripoll
Sir Derek Roberts CBE FREng FRS
Prof. Eduardo Romano de Arantes e Oliveira
Mr Christian Saguez
Prof. Dr Pekka Silvennoinen
Mr Rolf Skoglund
Prof. Renato Stefanelli
Prof. Reijo Sulonen
Dr Björn Svedberg
Mr Vassilis Trapezanoglou
Dr Klaus Tschira
Prof. Dr Mateo Valero
Mr Jacques Van Haren
Dr ir. Gerard van Oortmerssen
Dr Jacques Van Remortel
Prof. Petr Vavrin
Prof. Wolfgang Wahlsler
Prof. Heinz Zemanek
Dr Andreas Zendler
The European Council of Applied Sciences, Technologies and Engineering is a European non-profit-making organisation of national academies from twenty European countries. Euro-CASE has access to top level European experience and provides impartial, independent and balanced advice on technological issues with a clear European dimension.

The individual members of the Euro-CASE academies are elected for their excellence and knowledge in specific fields and for their contributions to technologic, scientific, economic and social progress. This unique resource of experts, counting 6,000 individual Fellows of 20 national academies, is the core of Euro-CASE.

By defining, promoting and disseminating a genuine European point of view and corresponding actions, Euro-CASE contributes to the competitiveness of the European Community and the welfare of its citizens.

Key words for Euro-CASE: Independence, excellence, European added value.

www.euro-case.org
The Euro-CASE academies

AUSTRIA
Austrian Academy of Sciences
Dr. Ignaz Seipel - Platz 2 - 1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 515 81 12 01 - Fax: +43 1 515 81 12 09
herbert.mang@eaw.ac.at
www.aeaw.ac.at

BELGIUM
Royal Belgian Academy Council of Applied Sciences - Royal BACAS
Hertogsstraat 1, rue Ducale - 1000 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 550 22 47 - Fax: +32 2 550 23 66
capas@skynet.be
www.kbr.be
www.aeaw.ac.at~capas
www.kvab.be

CROATIA
Croatian Academy of Engineering - HATZ
28 Kacic Street PO Box 59 - 10001 Zagreb
Tel: +385 1 49 22 559 - Fax: +385 1 49 22 569
hatz@hatz.hr
www.hatz.hr

CZECH REPUBLIC
Engineering Academy of the Czech Republic - EACR
Narodni trida 3 - 11000 Praha 1
Tel: +420 221 403 478 - Fax: +420 221 403 478
hayer@kav.cas.cz
www.eacr.cz

DENMARK
The Danish Academy of Technical Sciences - ATV
266 Lundtoftevej - DK 2800 Kgs. Lyngby
Tel: +45 45 88 13 11 - Fax: +45 45 88 13 51
atvmail@atv.dk
www.atv.dk

FINLAND
Finnish Academies of Technology - FACTE
Mariannkatu 8B11 - 00170 Helsinki
Tel: +358 9 27 82 400 - Fax: +358 9 27 82 177
facte@facte.com
www.facte.com

FRANCE
National Academy of Technologies of France - NATF
28 rue Saint Dominique - 75007 Paris
Tel: +33 1 53 85 44 44 - Fax: +33 1 53 85 44 45
president@academie-technologies.fr
www.academie-technologies.fr

GERMANY
Council of Technical Sciences of the Union German Academies of Sciences and Humanities - acatech
Residenz München - Hofgartenstraße 2
80539 München
Tel: +49 89 5 20 30 90 - Fax: +49 89 5 20 30 99
info@acatech.de
www.acatech.de

GREECE
Technical Chamber of Greece
4 Karageorgi Servas - 10248 Athens
Tel: +30 21 03 29 12 00 - Fax: +30 21 03 22 17 22
intrel@central.tee.gr
www.portal.tee.gr

HUNGARY
Hungarian Academy of Engineering
H-1111 Budapest - Goldmann György tér 3. V2
building room 021
Post address: 1507 Budapest - Pf.149
Tel: +36 1 353 39 96 / +36 1 463 24 71
Fax: +36 1 463 24 70
ginszler@mti.bme.hu
www.mernokakademia.hu
BULGARIA
Ministry of Education & Science
Ms Guenoveva Jecheva
Transnational Programmes & Initiatives Division
Scientific Research Sept
2A Kniaz Dondukov Blvd - 1000 Sofia
Tel: +359 2 92 17 532 – Fax: +359 2 981 14 04
g.jecheva@minedu.governement.bg

BASSCOM
Dr George Sharkov
Business Park Sofia Bldg 11/B - 1766 Sofia
Tel: +359 2 976 97 43
office@basscom.org

CYPRUS
Innovation Relay Centre Cyprus
Mr Michael Savva
Cyprus Institute of Technology
P.O.Box 20783 - 1663 Nicosia
Tel: +357 228 131 99 - Fax: +357 223 180 87
mikesava@industry.cy.net

ESTONIA
Estonian Academy of Sciences
Ms Anne Poitel - Foreign Relations
Kohtu St. 6 - 10130 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6 44 86 77 - Fax: +372 6 45 18 29
foreign@akadeemia.ee

Estonian Association of Information Technology and
Telecommunication - ITL
Mr Urmas Kõlli
Endla str. 3 - 10122 Tallinn
Tel: +372 62 63 000 - Fax: +372 63 11 323
urmas.kolli@itl.ee

GERMANY
Fast GmbH
Dr Rudi Hettler
Arabellastrasse 17 - 81925 München
Tel: +49 89 89 05 20 - Fax: +49 89 89 05 22 22
ict-prize@fast.de

DLR eV
Ms Andrea Köndgen
Linder Höhe - 51147 Köln
Tel: +49 22 03 601 34 02 - Fax: +49 22 03 601 28 42
andrea.koendgen@dlr.de

ICELAND
Trade Council of Iceland
Ms Sigrun L. Gudbjartsdottir
Borgartuni 35 PO Box 1000 - 121 Reykjavik
Tel: +354 511 40 00 - Fax: +354 511 40 40
eurinfo@icetrade.is

ISRAEL
ISERD
Mr Boaz Levi
Industry House 14th floor - 29 Hamered Street
PO Box 50364 - 61500 Tel Aviv
Tel: +972 3 511 81 22 - Fax: +972 3 517 00 20
boazfiserd.org.il

LATVIA
FEMIRC
Mrs Mara Jakobsone
21 Aizkraukles Str. - 1006 Riga
Tel: +371 75 40 703 - Fax: +371 75 40 709
femirc@edi.lv

LITTA
Mrs Mara Jakobsone
Stabu 47-1 - 1011 Riga
Tel: +371 73 11 821 - +371 73 14 059
Fax: +371 73 15 567
litta@dtmedia.lv
LITHUANIA
Ministry of Education & Science
Ms E. Kasperiuniene
Dpt of Science & Higher Education
Z. Sierakausko 15 - 2600 Vilnius
Tel: +370 5 266 34 47 – Fax: +370 5 266 34 47
egidija@mokslas.lt

INFOBALT
Ms Vilma Misiukoniene
Akademijos str. 2 - 520 - 08412 Vilnius
Tel: +370-5 2622623 - Fax: +370-5 2622624
vilmam@infobalt.lt

SLOVENIA
Ministry of Higher Education, Science and Technology
Dr Andreja Umek Venturini
Trg OF 13 - 1000 Ljubljana
Tel: +386 1 478 46 68 – Fax: +386 1 478 47 19
andreja.umek@gov.si

POLAND
IST National Contact Point
Mr Andrzej Siemaszko
ul. Swietokrzyska 21 - 00049 Warsaw
Tel: +48 22 828 74 81
andrzej.siemaszko@pkr.gov.pl

MALTA
Malta Council for Science & Technology
Mr Brian Restall
Villa Bighi - CSP 12 Kalkara
Tel: +356 23 60 21 34 – Fax: +356 21 66 03 41
brestall@mct.org.mt

TURKEY
TUBITAK
Mrs Ebru Basak
Ataturk Bulvari 211 - 06100 Kavaklidere Ankara
Tel: +90 312 427 23 02 - Fax: +90 312 427 40 24
ncpict@tubitak.gov.tr

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Ministry of Education
Mr Sipko
Stromova 1 - 81330 Bratislava 1
Tel: +421 2 69 202 202 – Fax: +421 2 69 202 203
sipko@education.gov.sk

THE NETHERLANDS
SenterNovem/EG-Liaison
Mr Bert van Werkhoven
PO Box 93144 - 2509 AC The Hague
Tel: +31 70 37 35 250 – Fax: +31 70 37 35 650
b.van.werkhoven@egl.nl

SLOVAKIA
Ministry of Education
Ms Seyfi Suna
Konya Chamber of Commerce
1 Organize San. Bol. Istikamet Cd. - 42300 Konya
Tel: +90 332 251 63 60 - Fax +90 332 251 44 99
ssuna@eic.org.tr

Euro Info Centre Konya
Ms Seyfi Suna
Konya Chamber of Commerce
1 Organize San. Bol. Istikamet Cd. - 42300 Konya
Tel: +90 332 251 63 60 - Fax +90 332 251 44 99
ssuna@eic.org.tr
One of the missions of the academies is to award prizes. It was therefore a natural objective for Euro-CASE, from its creation, to organise a European Prize in an important area such as information and communication technologies. The first discussions on the European ICT Prize took place in 1993 between Simon Bensasson from the European Commission and Basil Butler, Chairman of Euro-CASE. Their ideas and the enthusiasm of their colleagues, notably Kostas Glinos from the European Commission and the Euro-CASE secretariat, quickly led to exciting brainstorming sessions.

Euro-CASE has enjoyed the trust of the European Commission, the Commissioners, the Directors General, the Directors, the Heads of Unit and the Project Officers. Kostas Glinos, Karl-Heinz Robrock, Klaus Pendl and Linda Jones provided enthusiasm and constructive support to develop and enhance the European ICT Prize.

In 2006, “the European Information Society Technologies Prize” changed its name to “the European Information and Communication Technologies Prize”, or “the European ICT Prize”.

We appreciate the support of Director-General Fabio Colasanti, Director Susan Binns, Head of Unit Sixtine Bouygues and our efficient cooperation with Linda Jones.

The Euro-CASE academies are the cornerstones of the European ICT Prize. The Chairmen Basil Butler, Helge Sørensen, Valentin Van den Balck and Ben Veltman, and the Secretary General Pierre Fillet have provided beneficial conditions for the prize to develop and consolidate its reputation throughout Europe. Not only do the 20 Euro-CASE academies provide their most distinguished experts for the independent evaluation that guarantees the high quality of the Nominees and Winners, but they also ensure the promotion of the prize in their respective countries. In countries where Euro-CASE is not represented, European ICT Prize Info Points play a similar role in promoting the prize. Thanks are offered to all the participants in this network.

We thank the experts of the European ICT Prize evaluation group for the expertise, time and hard work that they devote during the evaluation meetings and brainstorming sessions. Particular thanks go to Georges Grunberg, José Alberto Jaén, Heinz Schwärtzel and Eldert van Schagen from the core group.

The members of the European ICT Prize Executive Jury also play a major role for the independence, excellence and recognition of the prize. We thank them and the Chairmen, late Karl-Heinz Kaske, Björn Svedberg, Sir Derek Robert, Thierry Breton, Pasquale Pistorio, Guy Demuyck and Wolfgang Wahlster, for their valuable contributions and ideas for the future of the prize.

However, to become successful, even the most distinguished prize needs another set of key players - the applicants, Nominees and Winners. We thank the 3,808 companies that have applied for the Prize over the past 12 years, and offer congratulations to the 393 Nominees, 240 Winners and 33 Grand Prize Winners who have been awarded from the inception of the Prize in 1995.

The creativity, knowledge and innovation which the Nominees, Winners and Grand Prize Winners bring to the prize are recognised world-wide. The success of the twelve years of the European ICT Prize, its prestige, its solid foundation in 20 European academies and the success of the Nominees and Winners indicate that it is heading for a promising future.
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The European ICT Prize has been present at CeBIT for the past eleven years, but it is the first time that the awards ceremony takes place at the fair, with Commissioner Viviane Reding awarding the three Grand Prizes. We, and the twenty Grand Prize Nominees, are thrilled to be present at one of the world’s major ICT events. The exposure and visibility of CeBIT is very valuable to the Prize, its Nominees, Winners and Grand Prize Winners.

I thank Ernst Raue, CEO of CeBIT and Member of the Board, Deutsche Messe AG, Sven Prüser, Senior Vice President of CeBIT, Michael Rose and Anke Vollmann, VIP Services and Events, for an excellent cooperation. I hope that we shall reinforce and expand our cooperation in the years to come.

This acknowledgement would not be complete without my warm thanks to Helle Bonnet, Nadia Pipunic and Faridé Ollivier of the Euro-CASE secretariat for their dedication and hard work.

Alain Mongon
The European ICT Prize